Electric fields in the human body due to electrostatic discharges.
Electrostatic discharges (ESDs) occur when two objects at different electric potentials come close enough to arc (spark) across the gap between them. Such discharges may be either single-event or repetitive (e.g., 60 Hz). Some studies have indicated that ESDs may be a causative factor for health effects in electric utility workers. Moreover, a hypothesis has recently been forwarded imperceptible contact currents in the human body may be responsible for health effects, most notably childhood leukemia. Numerical modeling indicates that the electric fields in human tissue resulting from typical contact currents are much greater than those induced from typical exposures to electric and magnetic fields at power line frequencies. Numerical modeling is used here to compute representative spark-discharge dosimetry in a realistic human adult model. The frequency-domain scalar potential finite difference method is applied in conjunction with the Fourier transform to assess electric fields in selected regions and tissues of interest in the body. Electric fields in such tissues as subcutaneous fat (where peripheral nerves may be excited), muscle and bone marrow are of the order of kilovolts per meter in the lower arm. The pulses, however, are of short duration (approximately 100 ns).